
Happy are the Free and  
Free are the brave

THUCYDIDES  
(Pericles' Funeral Oration)
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5. Spinning-Dollyo chagi (on the ground /
jumping)

Spinning-Dollyo chagi is executed with the front leg to 
the opponent’s head, in the same way Paltung chagi is 
executed pivoting 180° from the side of the back. It can 
be executed with two variations:

Tactic

This technique is worth practicing for sparring purposes 
as it scores four points to the chest protector and 
five points if successful to the opponent’s head. It is 
a difficult technique, time consuming for sparring 
requirements and gives the opponent time to react (all 
it takes is a mere movement of the head to render the 
attack unsuccessful). In order to be efficient, it has to be 
performed at the right time: 

1. When the opponent does not anticipate – believe 
our athlete is capable of executing such a technique.

2. When the opponent has lost control over the match, 
focus, or self-composure and is generally not in a 
good state of mind.

3. When the opponent cannot move fast due to 
exhaustion or injury.

4. When our athlete is losing with a significant 
difference in points and is in need of closing it, as 
time is running out.

5.1 Variation: Spinning-Dollyo chagi on the 
ground. It is executed with the back leg, 
one step forward, spinning from the side 
of the back. The step gives speed to the 
motion, engages in covering longer dis-
tance and must be performed on the imagi-
nary line connecting the opponents. From a 
Teaching point of view and for proper learn-
ing of the technique, athletes have to first 
practice this variation well before proceeding 
to learn its jumping version.

5.2.  Variation: Jumping-spinning-Dollyo cha-
gi. It is executed with the front leg, either 
directly or after an attack step, forward and 
head on-frontally. Force is applied on quad-
riceps femoris of the front leg, which is re-
sponsible for the fast start and the jumping 
spin at length, as well as the end speed and 
force of the kick (Images 17.5a. & 17.5b. & 
17.6.).

Image 17.5a.

Image 17.5b.

Image 17.6.
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8. Front leg counter-counterattack, slightly 
shuffling and retreating with the back leg

Moments before the front leg rises to execute a counter 
Dollyo chagi, the back leg pivots until the heel is turned 
towards the opponent, shuffles backwards and slightly 
retreats with a slide in order to avoid the opponent’s 
kick. There can be no hopping, only a slide: that is, the 
body’s centre of gravity must travel a linear trajectory 
backwards, not an arched one. In order for the opponent’s 
attack to fail and for our athlete’s counterattack to the 
chest protector or the head to succeed, it is essential 
that distance and time of retreat are calculated with 
precision (Image 17.7.).

9.   Jumping-spinning-Dollyo chagi counterattack, 
after a retreat

The technical jumping-spinning-Dollyo chagi with 
the body leaning intensely can be used as an indirect 
counterattack to the chest protector or the head, 
after the athlete has first executed a sliding retreat 
(chest protector remains on the same side) so that the 
opponent’s attack (i.e. Naerio chagi) is released in the 
air. The body cannot move at all towards the opponent 
when kicking and must remain in the new stance after 
the retreat; it then rotates in-place and intensely leans 
backwards in order for the athlete to:

a) move out of the way and protect his/her head against 
the opponent’s attack;

b) cover as long a distance as possible with the kicking 
leg and with the participation of the pelvis.

c) make the kick faster, since only the kicking leg, and 
not the body, moves towards the opponent.

In the final phase, the body aligns with the motion leg. 
Shuffling in order to spin and apply force to the kick is 
exclusively done with the front leg, even though the 
centre of gravity is on the back leg due to the retreat (Im-
ages 17.8. & 17.9.).

This technique is characterized by its high level of 
technical difficulty, as the body has to initially lean quite 
backwards before starting the shuffling and spinning. 
Using this counterattack requires excellent technical 
knowledge, muscular coordination, and outstanding 
ability in performing rotational motions. It is a trait of 

Image 17.7.

Image 17.9. Image 17.8.


